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Abstract—Axial-flux Permanent Magnet (AFPM) machines are
well-suited for in-wheel traction in electric vehicles due to their
compact structure and higher torque density. This paper presents
a large-scale design optimization of an axial-flux permanent
magnet vernier machine (PMVM) of the MAGNUS type with a
double stator configuration. The active stator features double-
layer wound coils, while the passive stator is unwound but
has a similar profile. The reference design employs a rotor
with permanent magnets (PMs) arranged in a spoke-type field-
intensifying pattern, providing high flux concentration. Design
optimization was performed using 3-D electromagnetic Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) and the Differential Evolution (DE)
algorithm. A best design from the Pareto front was selected,
and a comparative study was conducted by replacing the spoke-
type rotor with a Halbach array and a surface-mounted PM
(SPM) rotor. The performance of the machine, considering these
proposed rotor types was assessed for traction requirements. The
results indicate that the spoke configuration is superior in terms
of power density, efficiency, cost of active material, and having
a higher constant power region.

Index Terms—Axial-flux vernier machine, spoke, Halbach, sur-
face mounted, finite element analysis, flux weakening, electrical
vehicles, in-wheel motor, design optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION

The transition towards electric vehicles (EVs) in the trans-
portation sector marks a significant transformation, causing
profound changes in the energy industry. This shift may
influence climate change and the sustainable utilization of
existing resources [1]. The traction system of EVs plays a
pivotal role in this transition, necessitating innovative solutions
that strike a balance between compact design, high efficiency,
and reliable performance [2], [3].

Permanent magnet synchronous machines (PMSM) with
high specific torque and efficiency especially those of the
axial flux type, are currently being studied and developed
for diverse systems such as HVAC, aviation propulsion, and
electric vehicle. Axial-flux permanent magnet motors have
emerged as promising candidates for in-wheel traction due
to their inherent advantages of a compact structure and high
torque density. Direct-drive systems employing in-wheel mo-
tors eliminate mechanical transmission components, resulting
in lower vibration and noise levels, higher efficiency, and more
flexible vehicle wheel control [4]–[7].

In-wheel motors for EVs benefit from efficient energy
conversion, minimized mechanical losses, and flexibility of

multiple driving modes. In contrast to conventional vehicles
featuring a single centrally located motor, EVs equipped
with four independently driven in-wheel motors demonstrate
superior transmission efficiency [8].

Among different AFPM topologies, vernier machines have
been reported for direct drive and high torque density ap-
plications. Various designs have been investigated to address
different operational aspects. A general review on direct drive
electric machines for EV application identified a trade-off
between power factor and torque density in vernier machines
[9]. This trade-off has also been studied in vernier machines
with surface-mounted PM rotors for direct-drive applications
[10], where a segmented-stator has been introduced to improve
average torque and power factor.

High torque density vernier machines with an outer rotor
and inner stator structure using Halbach array PMs have been
reported in [11]. A comparative study of vernier machines
shows that a design with spoke-type PM rotor has more torque
capability and less PM loss compared to the surface-mounted
PM rotor [12]. Earlier developments of spoke rotors with
magnetic flux concentration have been described for example
in [13], [14]. The effectiveness of spoke, surface-mounted, and
Halbach PM rotors has been studied in machines with high flux
concentration and torque density, covering various applications
and topologies, including direct-drive wind turbine generators,
magnetic gears, and electric vehicles [15]–[19].

The high PM to armature winding pole ratio in vernier
machines result in higher flux concentration and higher elec-
tromagnetic torque [20]. A comparison for radial flux vernier
machines with multiple rotor topologies with the same sta-
tor is reported in [8]. The advantages of vernier machines
with spoke-type rotors are high magnetic polarities providing
opportunities for high flux concentration, combined with a
very low number of stator coils, which may simplify the
manufacturing of stator windings [5], [21]–[23].

In studies focusing on the radial-flux, dual-stator, spoke-
type PMVM, as detailed in [24], [25], emphasis was placed
on its high torque density and power factor. To increase
the torque density in permanent magnet vernier machines,
different topologies including Halbach PMs, dual-rotor, dual-
stator, and PMs positioned on both sides of the rotor and stator
have been proposed in recent years [26], [27].
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Fig. 1. The reference axial-flux PM vernier machine with spoke-type rotor for in-wheel traction. (a) Mesh elements of the 3-D FE model. (b) Magnetic flux
density map at the rated loading. (c) The assembled prototype of the machine which serves as a calibrated model.

Fig. 2. Independent variables employed in the optimization on the minimum
periodicity region of the spoke-type design.

II. MOTOR TOPOLOGY, DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS, AND
REFERENCE PROTOTYPE

The reference vernier machine, known as MAGNUS, which
is shown in Fig. 1 has two stators, the main (active) and the
auxiliary (passive) stators, each having 12 teeth and split poles.
Only the main stator has a 3 phase winding and 12 coils
wound on the teeth in a double-layer arrangement, and the
auxiliary stator is profiled similar to the main stator, without
any coils in slots. In one study on torque production of each
component of the MAGNUS machine, it has been reported
that the auxiliary stator produces approximately 50% as much
as the torque generated by the main stator [28].

The operating principle of this machine demonstrating dif-
ferent slot and pole combinations have been reported in [29],
and [30]. The structure of MAGNUS machine allows the use
of a single coil per slot configuration, which enables the
implementation of advanced cooling systems. Furthermore,
the stator structure for in-wheel traction allows access to the
windings on the main stator, which benefits from the ability
to have direct cooling.

TABLE I
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES USED FOR THE OPTIMIZATION, THEIR

DESCRIPTION BASED ON DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS, AND CORRESPONDING
RANGES USED BY THE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM.

NO Variable Ratio/Length Min Max

1 k Teeth l teeth length 0.45 0.80
2 k Teeth w teeth width 0.20 0.40
3 PM l PM length [mm] 19.0 50.0
4 k PM w PM width 0.35 0.90
5 k Aux l Auxiliary teeth length 0.25 0.70
6 k Aux w Auxiliary teeth width 0.50 0.85
7 Active l Active stator [mm] 29.5 56.0
8 k Passive Passive stator length 0.75 1.45

The rotor of the reference design has 40 PMs (poles),
which are inserted into the rotor slots in a spoke configuration
resulting in a high flux concentration. The model specified in
this paper has been successfully designed as shown in Figs.
1a, and 1b and validated by a prototype as shown in Fig. 1c,
which serves as a calibrated model for this paper.

The designs under study have three dimensional flux path-
ways, which necessitates a 3-D FE design, which is time
consuming and requires a high computational power. Symmet-
ric geometry and modeling the minimum periodicity region
enables a more time-efficient model. In this design a quarter
of the full geometry has been modelled, as shown in Fig. 2,
which significantly mitigates the analysis time and effort.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND LARGE-SCALE
DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION OPTIMIZATION

Various specifications for in-wheel traction motors have
been considered based on the weight of the vehicle. In
lightweight vehicles, those fully electric or potentially hybrid,
electric motors with a peak power ranging from 20 to 40 kW
are suitable. For heavier vehicles, such as passenger cars, in-
wheel motors with approximately 75 kW of peak power are
considered. Buses and trains may require even more torque
for in-wheel motors, reaching up to 90 kW of peak power,
reflecting the specific requirements of the motor technologies
for in-wheel traction.



Fig. 3. Normalized distribution of independent variables of the Pareto front
designs, showing that suitable ranges have been selected.

Optimization techniques are typically employed for seeking
suitable designs, considering various objectives. Differential
evolution (DE) is a popular population-based evolutionary
optimization algorithm widely used in various fields, which
involves improving a set of candidate designs over multiple
cycles or generations [4], [31].

The rated power and speed for the vernier machine are
considered to be 40 kW and 700 rpm, respectively. The
optimization algorithm, imposed a constraint on the electro-
magnetic torque to be higher than 600 Nm, combined with the
single objective scenario with the goal of loss minimization to
improve the optimization speed.

Parameters such as the outer diameter, inner diameter,
current density, and the number of magnetic poles were kept
constant while other geometrical variables were systematically
adjusted to target the most favorable design. The description
and ranges for the independent variables, which are considered
to result in geometrical robust designs are provided in Table I
and shown in Fig. 2. The generated designs were evaluated
through 3-D FEA simulations carried out using the Ansys
Electronics Desktop 2023 software [32].

IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND CONSTANT POWER
OPERATION

The design selected from the optimization serves as a basis
for comparative analysis. The comparison involves replacing
the spoke-type rotor with a Halbach array rotor without a
laminated core, and a surface-mounted PM rotor where PMs
are mounted on a rotor back-iron.

In axial-flux machines the outer diameter of the electric
machine has a significant effect on the electromagnetic torque,
which is proportional to the outer diameter cubed. In the
selected design, the outer diameter is 300 mm and to have
a fair comparison between the spoke-type, Halbach array, and
surface-mounted PM rotors, all the geometrical and electrical
variables contributing to electromagnetic torque, for example,
outer and inner diameters, coil axial length, current density,
and number of turns per phase have been considered constant.

Fig. 4. Design candidates evaluated in the optimization study, with the torque
ripple shown as the color map and the machine goodness as the size of the
circles. The selected design is shown with a (⋆).

In traction application, a torque versus speed curve specifies
for the torque to be constant up to the base speed, which is the
speed where the machine’s voltage equals the inverter’s max-
imum voltage. To meet the voltage limitation of the inverter,
constant power operation is necessary when the machine’s
speed surpasses the base speed.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The optimization results illustrating the box plot of the
normalized distribution of the independent variables for the
Pareto front designs are depicted in Fig. 3. The electromag-
netic torque versus losses in the designed population are shown
in Fig. 4, and a selected best design on the Pareto front is
marked with a star. The size of each circle for the candidate
designs shows its goodness, which is defined as

GD =
T√

WLoss

, (1)

where T is the electromagnetic torque and WLoss is the
machine losses. In designs where they have different torques it
is important to have a comparison in terms of goodness [33],
which takes into account the torque, losses, and therefore the
efficiency of each design. The geometry of the selected design
is shown in Fig. 2 and has the highest goodness among the
designs on the Pareto and a suitable torque ripple below 5%.

The spoke-type and surface-mounted PM rotors use the
same active and passive stators as shown in Fig. 5, whereas
the Halbach array rotor only requires the active stator because
the electromagnetic flux density on the other side of the rotor
facing the passive stator is negligible.

The design with two back to back Halbach rotors and a
passive and active stator will only increase the electromagnetic
torque by about 5%. Considering the increase in material
active mass and cost, the best utilization of Halbach array PM
rotor for comparison is implementing a single rotor with an
active stator. When comparing the results as shown in Table II,
one needs to consider the fact that there are no ferromagnetic
components in a Halbach rotor, and therefore this accounts as
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Fig. 5. The exploded view of designs with (a) spoke-type, (b) surface-mounted, and (c) Halbach array PM rotors. The active stator for all the designs is
identical and located on the right hand side of the rotors. Only designs (a) and (b) have the passive stator, which is shown on the left hand side of the
rotor. In design (c) only the active stator is required. A design with two back-to-back Halbach rotors with passive and active stators will only increase the
electromagnetic torque by about 5%, therefore the best utilization of Halbach array PM rotor for comparison is using a single rotor with an active stator.

Fig. 6. The normalized electromagnetic torque versus current angle at the
rated current loading shows the negligible saliency with the peak torque at
Id = 0. The values are normalized based on the peak torque of the vernier
machine with the spoke-type rotor.

an extremely large airgap with respect to the armature reaction.
The specific PM mass indicates that spoke-type rotor has the
most efficient utilization of permanent magnet materials which
leads to a lower active material cost.

The torque profile of the designs considered for comparison
in this paper is depicted in Fig. 6, where the saliency ratio is
close to one in all of them, hence, d and q-axis inductances
are almost equal which can be seen in the electromagnetic
torque curve where the maximum is at zero electric degrees
current angle. The reported results for all the designs have
been normalized based on the peak electromagnetic torque of
the reference spoke-type rotor.

The normalized electromagnetic torque versus current den-
sity in Fig. 7, shows the minimal effect of saturation in the
designs under study for in-wheel where the torque increases
almost linearly with the current density. The torque-speed
characteristics for different rotor types and the constant power
region for each rotor are shown in Fig. 8. All of the designs
considered for comparison in the vernier machine under study
in this paper can perform flux weakening by using the current
phase advance.

Fig. 7. The normalized electromagnetic torque versus current density shows
the minimum effect of saturation in all designs. The values are normalized
based on the peak torque of the vernier machine with the spoke-type rotor.

The flux concentration for the double stator axial-flux spoke
topology can be defined as

ζsp =
hPM

τp
=

hPM · p
πD

, (2)

where hPM is the axial length of the PM, D is the diameter,
and τp the pole pitch, which is defined as the machine
circumference πD divided by the number of poles p. The flux
concentration ratio for the Halbach array PM rotor can be
defined as

ζh =
2hPM + ℓPM

τp
, (3)

where ℓPM is the tangential length of the PM, and for surface-
mounted PM rotor the flux concentration can be calculated by

ζs =
ℓPM

τp
. (4)

To show the flux intensification capability of the designs
under study, the flux concentration ratio for each design



TABLE II
PERFORMANCE OF THE DESIGNS WITH SPOKE-TYPE, HALBACH ARRAY, AND SURFACE-MOUNTED PM ROTORS. CONSIDERING THE PERFORMANCE

INDICES SUCH AS EFFICIENCY, MACHINE GOODNESS, AND COST, THE DESIGN WITH SPOKE-TYPE ROTOR HAS A SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE COMPARED TO
THE OTHER TYPES OF ROTORS.

Design Peak Axial Efficiency Power Specific mass Specific PM Goodness Active
torque [Nm] length [mm] [%] density [kW/kg] [g/Nm] mass [g/Nm] [kNm/

√
Wloss] material cost [p.u.]

Spoke 541 120 96.7 2.11 74.56 11.91 23.41 462

Halbach 345 75 95.8 2.11 74.27 20.56 9.44 490

SPM 295 110 94.6 1.23 127.89 12.21 5.68 276

Fig. 8. Torque versus speed characteristics of the designs under study. The
design with a spoke-type rotor has a higher constant power operation region,
and all the designs can maintain constant power.

Fig. 9. Flux concentration ratio of the studied designs versus rotor diameter.
The Halbach array rotor with an axially magnetized PM placed between two
spoke PMs shows a high flux concentration.

is as shown in Fig. 9. The results indicate the Halbach
array rotor has a high flux concentration and therefore a
comparable power density to design with spoke rotor. The
special configuration of a Halbach rotor where an axially
magnetized PM in placed between two spoke PMs enables
such a high flux intensification capability. Performance of
the design considered for comparison has been reported in
Table II, where the results indicate the significant advantage
of implementing spoke-type rotor in vernier machines with
active and passive stators.

VI. CONCLUSION

The axial-flux PM vernier machine known as MAGNUS
was successfully optimized for in-wheel traction. Using the
minimum region of periodicity in FE design and single objec-
tive problem combined with a constraint increased the speed
of optimization algorithm. A best design of the Pareto front
was selected to compare three rotor designs, namely, spoke,
Halbach array, and surface-mounted PM. Multiple parametric
studies were conducted and it was shown that spoke-type rotor
has a superior performance and can maintain a higher constant
power operation region.

The flux concentration ratio calculation methods for each ro-
tor type were introduced and parametric study results indicated
a significant flux concentration capability for the Halbach array
PM rotor. A summary of the performance of each design
considering multiple indices such as efficiency, goodness,
power density and cost showed the superiority of the design
with the spoke-type PM rotor.
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